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Introduction
It is a well-known fact that tense, aspect and mood/modality (TAM) are encoded in
morphosyntactically diverse ways across languages. Some languages realise them
purely by verb inectional morphology, while others express them periphrastically
by a verb and auxiliary/copula complex. Since Japanese is one of the languages
that exhibit a combination of those two strategies in rather complicated manners, it
poses a serious challenge to any grammatical theory as to how lexical verbs, aux-
iliaries, copulas, particles and inectional sufxes are located in morphosyntactic
structures, and how they are related to TAM functions in relevant components of
the grammar. In the frameworks that place syntactic derivation in the central com-
ponent of the grammar such as Minimalist Program and its variant, particularly
in the recent development of syntactic structure above the proposition level (Rizzi
1997, Cinque 1999), it is assumed that mood sufxes head Fin(ite) or Mood pro-
jection and modal expressions and sentence nal particles head Mod(al) or Force
projection above T(ense) and Asp(ect) (Hasegawa 2009, Endo 2007). Lexicalist
frameworks, on the other hand, maintain the division between word-internal and
word-external structures. TAM realisation below V0-level, therefore, are operated
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independently from syntax and a string of formatives are constructed in the lexicon
(Sells 1995). This paper aims to give an account of controversial behaviours of
complex interaction of verb inection, auxiliary/copula constructions in Japanese
in a constraint-based lexicalist formalism, Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG; Ka-
plan and Bresnan 1982, Bresnan 2001, Dalrymple 2001, Falk 2001). Building on
the insight from a construction-based approach to morphosyntax, the present study
proposes that multiple lexical items interact with each other to realise a set of TAM
features, while maintaining their phrase-structural autonomy. Crucially, the pro-
posal enables us to capture ‘constructional’ exponents realising a certain combina-
tion of morphosyntactic features in the inectional paradigm as well as the internal
structure of the construction, so that we can observe the emergent properties of the
construction in the grammar.
1. Morphosyntax of TAM encoding
Japanese, like many other languages, utilises a diverse range of lexical items such as
lexical verbs, auxiliaries, adnominals, adjectival modal expressions and copulas to
realise tense, aspect, mood and modality features as well as polarity and politeness.
The basic combinatorial characteristics of those items are divided into the following
patterns: (i) synthetic inection of a single lexical verb; (ii) an analytic expression
of a combination of a lexical verb and an auxiliary; and (iii) an addition of an
adnominal and a copula to (i) or (ii). When more than one lexical item are combined
as in (ii) and (iii), the question arises as to what kinds of morphological restrictions
are observed across the items and how the items are syntactically related to each
other. The following part of this section presents a descriptive overview of the
patterns as well as the morphological and syntactic characteristics of the forms.
1.1. Realisation patterns
The verbs primarily inect for polarity and politeness. The negative form is derived
by adding an adjectival ending nai to the stem, so the inectional patterns of neg-
ative forms are identical to regular adjectives, although their syntactic behaviours
are still distinctively verbs (cf. Kishimoto 2008, Spencer 2008). When the mood is
unmarked, namely the form is in the indicative mood, a tense distinction between
past and non-past is observed as in (1). But the verbs also shows a range of inec-
tional forms for other mood features such as conditional, hortative and conjunctive
as illustrated in (2).
(1) a. Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
maiasa
every morning
ringo
apple
o
ACC
taberu.
eat.NONPAST
‘Taro eats an apple every morning.’
b. Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
kesa
this morning
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabeta.
eat.PAST
‘Taro ate an apple this morning.’
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c. Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabenai.
eat.NEG.NONPAST
‘Taro doesn’t eat an apple.’
d. Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabemasita.
eat.POLITE.PAST
‘Taro ate an apple.’
(2) a. maiasa
every morning
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabereba,
eat.COND,
. . .
. . .
‘If you eat an apple every morning, . . . ’
b. Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabenaide
eat.NEG.CONJ
ie
home
o
ACC
deta.
leave.PAST
‘Taro left home without eating an apple.’
c. maiasa
every morning
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabemasyoo.
eat.POLITE.HORT
‘Let’s eat an apple every morning.’
In addition to synthetic single word inection, the verbs can also be combined
with an auxiliary such as iru/aru ‘exist’, oku ‘put’, miru ‘see’, simau ‘end’ and yaru
‘give’, all of which have lost their lexical meanings in this usage and simply encode
a range of aspectual features. The lexical verb preceding an auxiliary must be in
non-nite, non-polite, afrmative or negative form, and the nite auxiliary inects
for polarity, politeness, tense and mood in the same way as the nite lexical verbs.
(3) exemplies the sentences involving auxiliary verbs, iru and oku, preceded by
non-nite afrmative and negative lexical verbs respectively.
(3) a. Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabete
eat.NONFIN
iru.
AUX.NONPAST
‘Taro is eating an apple.’
b. ringo
apple
wa
TOPIC
tabenaide
eat.NEG.NONFIN
okimasyoo.
AUX.POLITE.HORT
‘Let’s not eat that apple.’
Furthermore, the verb complex can be extended by a copula. The copula can
attach either to a nite lexical verb or to a nite auxiliary verb with the intervention
of an adnominal1 such as no, hazu, yoo and tumori, which signal various types of
modality. This intervention of adnominals are mandatory, that is the copula cannot
be immediately adjacent to a lexical verb or an auxiliary.2 (4) illustrates that the
combination of adnominal and copula follows the nite lexical and auxiliary verbs,
1 The category term, adnominal, is taken from Martin (1975).
2 Some adjectival modal items such as rasii ‘seem (hearsay)’ directly attach to the preceding finite
verb.
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in which the adnominals encode epistemic modality, and the copulas inect for
politeness and tense.
(4) a. Taro
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
taberu
eat.NONPAST
hazu
ADN
datta.
COPULA.PAST
‘Taro was supposed to eat an apple.’
b. Taro
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabenaide
eat.NEG.NONFIN
oita
AUX.PAST
yoo
ADN
desu.
COPULA.POLITE.NONPAST
‘It seems that Taro didn’t try to eat an apple.’
Finally, a sentence nal particle can be added after the verb complex. In (5),
the particles, ne and yo, are added to the nite lexical verb and the verb complex
respectively and represent the speaker’s psychological attitude towards the propo-
sitions.
(5) a. Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabemasita
eat.POLITE.PAST
ne.
FPART
‘Taro ate an apple, didn’t he?’
b. Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabenaide
eat.NEG.NONFIN
oita
AUX.PAST
yoo
ADN
desu
COPULA.POLITE.NONPAST
yo
FPART
‘It seems that Taro tried not to eat an apple.’
To summarise the distributional patterns of the verb complex, the following
linear order is obtained:
(6) Linear order of Japanese verb complex
VlexVauxADNVcopulaF.Part
With regard to the morphological constraints, the auxiliary requires the preceding
lexical verb to be in the non-nite form; while the adnominal and copula complex
requires the preceding verb, regardless of whether it is a lexical or auxiliary verb,
to be in the tensed form. Thus, any grammatical theory needs to capture not only
the linear distributions of items, but also the morphological dependency relations
across the components within a verb complex. Since nal particles always appear
sentence-nally, regardless of the category of the preceding phrase, they are treated
as a clause-level, i.e. root, adjunction, and outside the scope of the present study.
1.2. Clausality
When more than one lexical item construct a verb complex, a question arises as
to whether they constitute a single clause or not. In the case of a combination
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of lexical and auxiliary verbs, the clausal morphosyntactic features such as tense,
negation and politeness are marked only once. Therefore, as shown in (3) above,
tense and politeness are marked only once on the auxiliary verbs. Further, if the
non-nite lexical verb is in the negative form, the negative polarity is not allowed
to be marked doubly on the auxiliary as shown in (7). Thus, we can plausibly
conclude that they constitute a single clausal unit.
(7) *Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabenaide
eat.NEG.NONFIN
okanai.
AUX.NEG
The adnominal and copula complex, on the other hand, constitutes a separate
clause from the preceding lexical verb or the lexical and auxiliary verb complex.
This point can clearly observed in (4) above, where distinct tense markings are
possible between the copula and the preceding part.
In addition to the feature distributional patterns, a further piece of evidence of
mono-clausality of the lexical verb and auxiliary complex and bi-clausality between
the copula and the preceding part comes from the behaviour of a verbal proform.
(8) demonstrates that the A utterance can be a reply either to question Q1 or Q2. The
adnominal and the copula complex take the verbal proform, sono, as its complement
and that proform anaphorically refers to the phrase headed by a lexical verb like Q1
or a lexical verb and auxiliary complex like Q2. This anaphoric reference by a
proform strongly suggests that the adnominal and the copula introduces a separate
clause by taking the preceding part as a syntactic complement.
(8) Q1: Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabeta
eat.PAST
no?
FPART
‘Did Taro eat an apple?’
Q2: Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ring
apple
o
ACC
tabete
eat.NONFIN
iru
AUX.NONPAST
no?
FPART
‘Is Taro eating an apple?’
A: Un,
yes
sono
PRO
hazu/yoo
ADN
da
COPULA.NONPAST
yo.
FPART
The following conversational pairs in (9), on the other hand, illustrate that an
anaphoric reference to the lexical verb by a proform, sono, is not possible ((9-A1));
instead an adverbial soo ‘so’ and the non-nite form of suru ‘do’ must be used in
such interpretation ((9-A2)).
(9) Q: Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabete
eat.NONFIN
ita
AUX.PAST
no?
FPART
‘Was Taro eating an apple?’
A1: *Un,
yes
sono
PRO
ita
AUX.PAST
yo.
FPART
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A2: Un,
yes
soo
so
site
do.NONFIN
ita
AUX.PAST
yo.
FPART
This impossibility of an anaphoric reference by a verbal proform indicates that the
lexical verb does not constitute a clausal complement of the following auxiliary.
1.3. Constructional exponents
The analytic inectional patterns we have looked at so far are compositional, in
that morphosyntactic features of the verb complex are obtained by unication of
the features each lexical item in the complex carries. However, the number of
features one lexical item realises is not unlimited. For instance, Japanese has an
idiosyncratic gap of the negative, polite, past form in the inectional paradigm.
Thus, to realise all of those features, they must be distributed across exponents in
the analytic form.
(10) a. tabenaide
eat.NEG.NONFIN
imasita
AUX.POLITE.PAST
b. tabemasen
eat.NEG.POLITE
desita
COPULA.POLITE.PAST
c. tabete
eat.NONFIN
imasen
AUX.NEG.POLITE
desita
COPULA.POLITE.PAST
In (10a), the negative feature is encoded in the lexical verb and the remaining two
features, polite and past, are realised by the auxiliary. However, if an auxiliary is
absent in the verb complex, namely any aspectual feature that must be realised by
an auxiliary is not involved, the verb complex is obligatorily extended in order to
involve a copula, which encodes the remaining past tense feature as well as the
doubly marked politeness feature, as in (10b) (cf. Otoguro 2007, Spencer 2008).
Even with a presence of an auxiliary verb, the copula must be introduced if the
lexical verb realises none of three features. This is due to the lack of a negative,
polite, past form of an auxiliary. Hence, in (10c) the auxiliary realises the negative,
polite features while the copula encodes the polite, past features.
The peculiarity of the analytic expression like (10b, c) is an absence of an ad-
nominal item before the copula. In principle, the copula requires an adnominal item
to intervene between the copula and the preceding nite verb as shown in (11) (see
also (4)). In the case of periphrastic realisation patterns of negative, polite, past fea-
tures, however, the adnominal must not appear between the lexical/auxiliary verb
and the copula as shown in (12).
(11) a. tabeta
eat.PAST
*(no) desu
COPULA.POLITE.NONPAST
b. tabenaide
eat.NEG.NONFIN
oita
AUX.PAST
*(no) da
COPULA.NONPAST
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(12) a. tabemasen
eat.NEG.POLITE
(*no) desita
COPULA.POLITE.PAST
b. tabete
eat.NONFIN
imasen
AUX.NEG.POLITE
(*no) desita
COPULA.POLITE.PAST
Further, the politeness value of a copula used in this pattern must be consistent with
that of the preceding verb as illustrated by the ungrammaticality of (13a, b). Such
consistency is not mandatory in regular patterns involving adnominals as show in
(13c, d).
(13) a. *tabemasen
eat.NEG.POLITE
datta
COPULA.PAST
b. *tabete
eat.NONFIN
imasen
AUX.NEG.POLITE
datta
COPULA.PAST
c. taberu
eat.NONPAST
no
ADN
desita
COPULA.POLITE.PAST
d. tabete
east.NONFIN
iru
AUX.NONPAST
no
ADN
desita
COPULA.POLITE.PAST
The behaviours the periphrastic negative, polite, past expression exhibits clearly
indicates that the copula and the preceding verb(s) constitute a single clausal unit.
Moreover, the deviation from regular compositional patterns can be attributed to
‘constructional’ nature of this periphrastic exponents (Sadler and Spencer 2001,
Ackerman and Stump 2004, Booij 2010, Ackerman et al. 2011). Thus, the gram-
mar must be able to utilise this type of construction only when a certain set of
morphosyntactic features are realised.
2. Analysis
Building upon the descriptive observation made in the previous section, I will
present an analysis of the synthetic and analytic verb inectional patterns in
Japanese within a constraint-based grammar, LFG. The analysis is based on the
recent development of the framework called projection architecture (Kaplan 1995,
Butt et al. 1996), in which different types of linguistic information are represented
in separate components of the grammar in a parallel fashion and the correspon-
dence between the components is established by mapping functions. In the present
study, the relevant components are c(onstituent)-structure, f(unctional)-structure
and m(orphological)-structure. The essence of the analysis is to encode phrase-
structural, morphological and syntactic complementations in separate components
of the grammar, so that the diverse range of inectional patterns found in the lan-
guage is captured.
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2.1. Projection architecture
The c-structure conguration of the entire verb complex is represented as in (14).
As standardly assumed in LFG, each node is given annotations that dene projec-
tions from the c-structure node to other structures. ↑ and ↓ are abbreviations of
φ(M(∗)) and φ(∗) respectively, in which φ is a function that maps a c-structure
node to an f-structure, M maps a c-structure node to its mother node, and ∗ refers
to the current c-structure node, i.e. the node to which the annotation is given. In a
similar fashion, ∗̂µ and ∗µ are abbreviated functions of µ(M(∗)) and µ(∗) respec-
tively, in which µ is a mapping function from a c-structure node to an m-structure.
Therefore, ↑= ↓ means that the syntactic features associated with the current node
is mapped onto the same f-structure as those associated with the mother node. And
similarly, ∗̂µ= ∗µ states that the morphological features associated with the cur-
rent node is mapped onto the same m-structure as those associated with the mother
node. Since the lexical and auxiliary verb complex is a syntactic complement of the
following adnominal and copula complex, the V node dominating those two verbs
is given an annotation (↑ XCOMP∗) = ↓ , which ensures that the syntactic features
of the two verbs are mapped onto the value of XCOMP, an open complement, of
the larger clause headed by the copula.3 That is, the f-structure corresponding to
this c-structure is bi-clausal. In terms of morphological dependency, the auxiliary
selects a non-nite lexical verb, so (∗̂µ DEP∗) = ∗µ ensures that the morphologi-
cal features associated with the lexical verb are mapped onto the value of DEP, a
morphological dependent, of the auxiliary verb in the m-structure. The same rela-
tionship is established between the adnominal and copula complex and its sister V,
so (∗̂µ DEP∗) = ∗µ is assigned to that node as well.
(14) V
(↑ XCOMP∗) = ↓
(∗̂µ DEP∗) = ∗µ
V
↑= ↓
(∗̂µ DEP∗) = ∗µ
Vlex
↑= ↓
∗̂µ= ∗µ
Vaux
↑= ↓
∗̂µ= ∗µ
V
↑= ↓
∗̂µ= ∗µ
ADN
↑= ↓
∗̂µ= ∗µ
Vcopula
The morphological and syntactic features are lexically specied in the entries
of the items of a verb complex, so that they are unied and mapped onto an f-
structure and an m-structure according to the annotations given in the c-structure.
For instance, the lexical entries (16) are given to the items of the verb complex,
tabete ita yoo desu in (15):
3 The kleene star (∗) attached to XCOMP means that any number of XCOMP including zero can apply
in this equation, as long as the relevant constraints are satisfied. The same mechanism applies to the
kleene star attached to DEP.
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(15) Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabete
eat.NONFIN
ita
AUX.PAST
yoo
ADN
desu.
COPULA.POLITE.NONPAST
‘It seems that Taro was eating an apple.’
(16) a. tabete Vlex (∗̂µ FORM) = lex
(∗̂µ FIN) =−
(∗̂µ NEG) =−
(∗̂µ POLITE) =−
(↑ PRED) = ‘eat〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’
b. ita Vaux (∗̂µ FORM) = aux
(∗̂µ FIN) =+
(∗̂µ TENSE) =+
(∗̂µ NEG) =−
(∗̂µ POLITE) =−
(∗̂µ DEP FIN) =c −
(∗̂µ DEP POLITE) =c −
(↑ TENSE) = PAST
(↑ ASP) = PROG
c. yoo ADN (∗̂µ LINK) =+
(↑ MODAL) = EPISTEMIC
d. desu Vcopula (∗̂µ FORM) = copula
(∗̂µ FIN) =+
(∗̂µ TENSE) =+
(∗̂µ NEG) =−
(∗̂µ POLITE) =+
(∗̂µ LINK) =c +
(∗̂µ DEP FIN) =c +
(∗̂µ DEP TENSE) =c +
(↑ TENSE) = NONPAST
(↑ PRED) = ‘copula〈XCOMP〉SUBJ’
(↑ XCOMP SUBJ) = (↑ SUBJ)
The features mapped onto m-structure include FORM, FIN(iteness), TENSE,
NEG(ative) and POLITE. The FORM species the type of an exponent as a lex(ical),
aux(ilary) or copula verb. All the other features take boolean values, either + or −.
The LINK is an inherent feature of adnominals, which licenses the preceding nite
verb to be a complement of the following copula. The constraining equation, =c,
requires a certain value to be externally specied for a given feature. For example,
(∗̂µ DEP FIN) =c − and (∗̂µ DEP POLITE) =c − specied in the entry of the auxil-
iary, ita, in (16b) require its morphological dependent to provide a negative value
both for the attributes FIN and POLITE, which essentially ensures that the preced-
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ing lexical verb is in the non-nite, non-polite form. In a similar way, the copula
requires a positive value to be externally specied for the attribute LINK as stated
in (16d), so that it cannot occur without an adnominal like (16c). In (16d), two
additional constraining equations are dened, both of which enable the copula to
select a nite, tensed verb as its morphological dependent.
With regard to syntactic features, the lexical verb and the auxiliary are mapped
onto the same f-structure and the former provides the PRED while the latter TENSE
and ASP(ect). Since the copula takes a syntactic complement and introduces a bi-
clausal structure as argued in section 1.2, it is treated as a raising verb as in the last
two equations in the entry (16d). That is, the value of PRED states that it requires
a thematic subject, SUBJ outside the angled brackets, and an open complement,
XCOMP, and the athematic SUBJ is identied with the SUBJ inside the XCOMP.
Finally, the adnominal contributes a MODAL feature to the outermost f-structure.
Based on the c-structure congurations in (14) and the lexical entries (16), the
m-structure, marked with µ , and the f-structure, marked with φ , for the verb com-
plex in (15) are given as follows:4
(17) V
V
Vlex
tabete
Vaux
ita
V
ADN
yoo
Vcopula
desu
φ :


PRED ‘copula〈XCOMP〉SUBJ’
TENSE NONPAST
MODAL EPISTEMIC
SUBJ . . .
XCOMP


PRED ‘eat〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’
TENSE PAST
ASP PROG
SUBJ . . .
OBJ . . .




µ:


FORM copula
FIN +
TENSE +
NEG −
POLITE +
LINK +
DEP


FORM aux
FIN +
TENSE +
NEG −
POLITE −
DEP


FORM lex
FIN −
NEG −
POLITE −






In the m-structure, the non-nite lexical verb is mapped onto the most deeply em-
bedded DEP, which functions as the morphological dependent of the auxiliary. The
4 The arrows represent the mapping from c-structure nodes to m-/f-structures. For ease of exposition,
the structures only for the verb complex are given and the annotations on c-structure nodes are
omitted.
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outer DEP corresponds to the nite auxiliary and functions as a morphological de-
pendent of the the adnominal and the copula. The f-structure, on the other hand,
is bi-clausal. Both the lexical verb and the auxiliary are mapped onto the value
of XCOMP, namely they are syntactically a complement of the copula, so that the
TENSE and ASP features of this clause come from the auxiliary while the PRED
feature comes from the lexical verb. The TENSE and MODAL features associated
with the adnominal and the copula are mapped onto the outer f-structure. Since
the copula is treated as a raising verb, the athematic SUBJ in the outer f-structure is
identied with the SUBJ in the XCOMP.
2.2. Periphrastic inflection
As argued in section 1.3, not all the analytic verb complex expressions are syntacti-
cally bi-clausal. When negative, polite, past features are distributed across the nite
lexical/auxiliary verb and the copula, they constitute a single clausal unit. To ac-
count for this constructional exponents, the following lexical entries are postulated:
(18) a. desita Vcopula (∗̂µ FIN) =+
(∗̂µ TENSE) =+
(∗̂µ NEG) =−
(∗̂µ POLITE) =+
(∗̂µ LINK) 6=+
(∗̂µ DEP NEG) =c +
(∗̂µ DEP POLITE) =c +
(↑ TENSE) = PAST
(↑ STYLE) = POLITE
b. tabemasen Vlex (∗̂µ FIN) =+
(∗̂µ NEG) =+
(∗̂µ POLITE) =+
(↑ POL) = NEG
(↑ STYLE) = POLITE
(↑ PRED) = ‘eat〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’
Since the copula used in this construction is restricted to the polite, past form, de-
sita, this form is given an entry as in (18a) in addition to the regular raising verb
usage. Crucial in the entry are the negative equation for LINK feature and the two
constraining equations for NEG and POLITE features of its DEP. The equation,
(∗̂µ LINK) 6=+, stops an adnominal that introduces a positive value for LINK at-
tribute from intervening between the copula and the preceding nite verb. The con-
straining equations, on the other hand, ensures that this special type of copula can
appear only with a negative, polite form. With regard to syntactic features, it only
contributes PAST value for TENSE and POLITE value for STYLE to the f-structure.
Note that the entry lacks a PRED feature and relevant equations normally assigned
to a raising verb (cf. (16d)).
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Those lexical items appear together in examples like (19), and the c-structure,
m-structure and f-structure corresponding to the verb complex in the example are
given as in (20):
(19) Taroo
Taro
wa
TOPIC
ringo
apple
o
ACC
tabemasen
eat.NEG.POLITE
desita.
COPULA.POLITE.PAST
‘Taro didn’t eat an apple.’
(20) V
V
Vlex
tabemasen
V
Vcopula
desita
φ :


PRED ‘eat〈SUBJ,OBJ〉’
TENSE PAST
POL NEG
STYLE POLITE
SUBJ . . .
OBJ . . .


µ:


FORM copula
FIN +
TENSE +
NEG +
POLITE +
DEP


FORM lex
FIN +
NEG +
POLITE +




Since the annotation, (↑ XCOMP∗) = ↓ on the c-structure node in (14) allows the
V node headed by the lexical verb to be mapped onto the same f-structure as the
copula, i.e. ↑= ↓ , the f-structure for the verb complex constitutes a well-formed
mono-clausal unit. The m-structure for the verb complex, on the other hand, in-
cludes a DEP embedding, namely the lexical verb is a morphological dependent of
the copula. Therefore, the projection architecture allows us to account for the fact
that the lexical verb is morphologically and phrase-structurally a complement of
the copula while syntactically they constructs a single unit.
3. Conclusion
This paper demonstrates that careful inspection of the verb inectional patterns in
Japanese reveals that the language utilises a range of lexical items to realise TAM
features in the verb domain, and the morphosyntactic relations across the items are
not monolithic; instead they exhibit different types of complementations in terms
of phrase structure, morphological dependency and syntactic clausal relations. This
descriptive observation can formally be captured by a parallel constraint-based
framework of LFG, in which distinct levels of representations are adopted as pro-
jection architecture.
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Crucially, the present study demonstrates that the feature realisation is not
entirely compositional in Japanese, namely the distribution of the marked nega-
tive, polite, past features are constrained by construction as a whole. Such non-
compositional nature of the exponents is widely observed across languages and
often analysed by an explicit manifestation of construction types as found in re-
cent work in Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Sag 1997, Ginzburg and Sag
2000), Sign-based Construction Grammar (Boas and Sag to appear) and many oth-
ers. Although this paper also attempts to account for the constructional exponents,
the formalisation does not rely on an explicit reference to the construction itself;
rather the concept of construction is formulated in such a way that it has emerged
from regular compositional patterns of multiple lexical items. This type of formula-
tion allows us to capture how construction is utilised in the grammar by maintaining
the continuity with other part of the language.
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